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1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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No other instrument, excepting the organ, can surpass
the piano in compass, embracing the lowest and highest
octaves ; nor in power and volume of tone ; nor in its tone
color, reminding one of sounding steel; nor in its faculty
of being a medium for the highest virtuosity. Against
these brilliant advantages one defect is very painfully
noticeable: like Undine, the piano has no soul.
Cold, like sounding glass, is its tone character, and
only an artist can infuse life and soul into the dead

ASTON RUBINSTEIN.

instrument. One is accustomed to consider this ability
of the artist so much as the criterion of modern piano¬
playing, that out of the legion of piano-players of to-day
and yesterday only a few names have achieved that
general esteem and that desirable popularity which first
enables the artist to fully assert his ideal mission. At
the head of these chosen ones stands Anton Rubinstein.
Who does not know him, this piano Jupiter, who makes
the concert halls tremble when be shakes his locks of
hair? Who does not know this giant-like man, with
the sharply cut features, the four-cornered brow, the
firmly pressed lips, and the Sarmatian nose?
In Wechwotynetz, a world-forlorn corner of Wallachia,
Rubinstein was born on the 30th of November in 1830.
The parents moved soon after the birth of the little one
to Moscow, where the father established a lead-pencil
factory. Under the care of his highly intelligent and
musical mother Anton grew up, his soul full of music,
his heart full of harmonies. He was a most remarkable
wonder-child, and when he gave his first concert in his
ninth year and was enthusiastically received, he only
followed a popular tradition customary among wonderchildren. It is the fashion in the world of wonderchildren to give the first concert at seven years, the
latest at nine. In company with his excellent teacher,

Berlin a musical authority of the highest rank. Here
the earnest side of life was opened to the young artist,
but later his stay in Vienna permitted him to indulge in
gay diversions. Yes, he even ventured, in company
with a flute-player, an excursion to Hungary, where
he enjoyed the romantic charms of a life in the weird
plains. Returning to Berlin the great disturbances of
the year 1848 compelled the artist to return to his home
in Russia. The muses never prosper where powder
smokes. He now settled in St. Petersburg permanently,
and being highly favored by the Grand Duchess Helena,
an enthusiast for everything noble and beautiful, he was
inspired to cultivate composition. Several operas and
a number of spirited and original compositions were
finished here, and brought numberless honors upon
their creator, thereby adding to the laurel of the cele¬
brated virtuoso also the palm of the creative artist.
Gradually Rubinstein advanced to the rank of a musical
dictator in the imperial city on the Neva. He became
the center of the entire music life, a powerful, organizing
person, possessing admirable intelligence and an untir¬
ing energy. His fame as a pianist increased rapidly on
numerous concert tours, which were extended over the
entire western hemisphere of our planet, and gained
unprecedented triumphs everywhere.
Although Rubinstein said once himself, after he had
heard the Moonlight Sonata performed by Liszt’s magic
hands, “compared with him we other piano-players are
all stupid boys,” still this modesty, this subordination
to the old master of modern piano-playing is only based
upon his own personal feelings. In truth, Rubinstein is
the greatest virtuoso of our time, and with that series of
seven recitals embracing the master works of the entire
piano-literature, and with which he has given his career
the grandest imaginable finishing touch, Rubinstein
performed a gigantic feat, such as finds no equal in the
annals of concerts. Rubinstein is a Titan of the piano.
From his playing it darts like flames, in which his
unfettered passion, his fiery spirit, mounts on high. He
possesses the wonderful gift to charm, to fascinate, to
force with an impetuous eloquence his own will upon his
listeners.
Rubinstein is not infallible on the keys,
sometimes he even strikes false tones, especially in skips
with the left hand ; perhaps a result of his impaired eye¬
sight. But what matchless powers of expression are pecu¬
liar to his playing! How he can move the heart with
a tenderly touched melody I What melancholy accents he
has at command 1 How he can console, pacify, inflame,
and inspire. Just as he depends in composing entirely
upon the momentary inspiration, so does he present in
playing the sight of incarnated inspiration. His entire
being seems to be only the medium of this inspiration,
which displays itself in the carriage of his body as well
as in his exceptionally characteristic fj.ce. In such
moments Rubinstein makes peculiar convulsive motions
with his lips, as if he wished to taste his music. Even
the Olympians would relish it, for it is nectar and
ambrosia. . . The Allegro movements are and always
will be the most dangerous ones for Rubinstein, because
here his temperament—which, like a noble race horse on
the boundless Sarmatian steppes, needs perfect liberty
in order to be what it is—usually runs away with him.
One must admire the gigantic, spiritual elasticity with
which Rubinstein can perform such gallopades of passion
and work up the feelings to the highest pitch, but one
cannot deny, that by thus overhasting the time the
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Rise of the “ Early English School.”
John Dunstable, d. London.
Development of the “ Fugal style” of music.
Martin Luther, b. Eisleben. Introduced the
Chorale into the German Churches.
Adrian Willaert, b. Bruges. Said to have intro¬
duced the Madrigal.
Organ pedals said to have been introduced.
Music types first invented.
Johannes Ockenheim, d. Tours.
The Clavichord in use in England.
Giov. Pierluigi Palestrina, b. Palestrina. The
greatest composer of the 16th century.
Andrea Amati, b. Cremona. Founder of the
“ Cremona School” of Violins.
Orlando di Lasso, b. Hennegau. The last of the
Composers of the “Early Belgian School.”
Jusquin des Pr6s, d. France.
John Merbecke, b. London ? Set the English
Liturgy to a plain song, which is still used.
Virginals and Spinets in vogue about this time.
Thomas Tallis, b. London? The greatest Con¬
trapuntist of the age.
Chorales introduced into the German Churches.
William Byrde, b. London? A celebrated
Composer, and pupil of Tallis.
Bassoon invented about this time.
Martin Luther d. Eisleben.
Jacopo Peri, b. Florence. The composer of the
first Operas.
Regals introduced.
Rise of the “Early Italian School.”
Madrigals introduced.
John Wilbye, b. England. Celebrated English
Composer of Madrigals.
Anthems first sung at the Chapel Royal.
Rise of the “ Oratorio.”
Dr. John Bull, b. Somersetshire. First Professor
of Music at Gresham College.
Adrian Willaert, d. Belgium.
Claudio Monteverde, b. Cremona. Made a great
advance in Operatic Music.
Andrea Amati, d. Cremona.
Violin first introduced into England.
Gregorio Allegri, b. Rome. A celebrated Church
Composer.
Rise of the “Opera.”
The “ Gresham Lectures on Music ” founded.
Orlando Gibbons, b. Cambridge. Wrote Church
music which is still in use.
Heinrich Schiitz, b. Kosteritz. Wrote Oratorios,
and the first German opera.
John Merbecke and T. Tallis d. London.
Giov. Pierluigi Palestrina, d. Rome.
Orlando di Lasso, d. Munich.
t
Decline of the “ Early Belgian School.”
Nicholas Amati, b. Cremona. Renowned for his
splendid Violins.
Performance of the first Opera, “ Dafne,” by
Peri.
Giacomo Carissimi, b. Italy. Wrote Oratorios,
and invented the “ Arioso.”
Peri’s second Opera” Euridyce” performed.
First Oratorio in Italy.
Thomas Brewer, b. London? Called the “Father
of the English Glee.”
Harpsichords introduced into England about
this time.
John Wilbye, d. England.
Jacob Stainer, b. Innsbruck. Celebrated for his
Violin making.
Jacobo Peri, d. Florence.
William Byrde, d. London.
Orlando Gibbons, d. Canterbury.
Professorship of Music founded at Oxford.
First German Opera, “Daphne,” by Schiitz, at
Dresden.
Matthew Lock, b. Exeter. The Composer of
the first English Opera.
Dr. John Bull, d. Hamburg?
Jean Battiste Lully, b. Florence The chief foun¬
der of the French Opera.
The first Opera House built (Venice).
Claudio Monteverde, d. Venice.

f d, died.

* b, born.
(To be Continued.)

THE MODERN PIANO AND THE MUSIC OF
DIFFERENT EPOCHS.
I would like to recommend a different use (touch
and pedal) of the Pianoforte of our day, in playing the
compositions of different epochs. So, for example, I
would play a piece of Haydn or Mozart on the instru¬
ment of our day, especially in “forte" with the left
pedal, because their “forte" has not the character of
the Beethoven “forte," especially not of the latest com¬

posers.
Playing Handel, and especially Bach, I would try, by
means of variety of touch and change of pedal, to regis¬
ter, that is, give them throughout an organ-like char¬
acter. Hummel I would try to play with scholastic,
short, clear touch, and very little pedal ; Weber and
Mendelssohn with very brilliant execution and pedal;
Weber in his Sonatas and Concertstucke with operatic,
dramatic, and Mendelssohn, in his Songs without Words,
with lyric character. Beethoven, Schubert, Schumann,
Chopin, and, of course, the later composers, require all
the resources imaginable in our instruments of to-day.
—Rubinstein.

IDEALS OF SELF-EDUOATION IN MUSIC.
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS,
Editor of Music.
Extracts from a paper read before the M. T. N. A. at Cleveland.
Self-education is the rule under which we live.
Whatever our early training may have been, and how¬
ever excellent the schools in which we have taken a turn,
it still remains true for all of us that the greater part of
the technic of our daily life has been acquired by experi¬
ence.
Wbat I have to sav in the few minutes allotted to me
here will group itself under two heads—the ideals of
self-education in music and the methods.
Music is a highly specialized form of art; perhaps on
the whole the most highly specialized art that we have.
It is specialized in two directions—an inner soul-life of
great sensitiveness, and an outer manifestation through
highly complicated combinations of sounds, which in
turn appeal to the soul through the hearing apparatus,
which must be very sensitive and discerning. Thehigher
forms of music are forever reserved for these two classes
of hearers—those of great sensitiveness and imaginative
power of soul, and those who have along with this musi¬
cal type of soul, a hearing apparatus of corresponding
nobility and discernment. Hence the ideals of self-edu¬
cation in music are three ; (1) To cultivate the ear ; (2)
to get the range of the best in music, in the sense of
being cultivated in it—which is to say, knowing the best
that, has been done and said in it.
This means to know the greatest compositions, or the
greatest in the department of study which the student
affects. Then (3) to be able to reproduce for the grati¬
fication of others as much as possible of the beauty thus
acquired.
Anv musical education wanting in either of these three
ingredients is by so much unpractical.
The entire foundation of musical taste, and of a prac¬
tical musical education, rest upon the scientific cultiva¬
tion of the ear—the faculties of perception. Without an
exact cultivation at this point a discriminating musical
taste is impossible, and the student remains and must
forever remain blind to all questions of merit between
the greater and the lesser composers.
Whether one begin to train the ear with the aid of the
tonic sol fa notation or not, the early training of ear
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Overture refers to it. It is taken from the allegro of a
B-flat major sonata, which Clementi played on that occa¬
sion. Mozart had no very high opinion of his competi¬
tor ; he regarded him merely as a skillful mechanician.
In dementi’s works one first finds those “passages,”—
brilliant parts—which are only written for their own
sake, and do not spring, as an inner necessity, from the
controlling idea. Their purpose is to display virtuosity.
The soul goes away empty, though one has both his
hands fully occupied. In Herz and Kalkbrenner, this
school reached its climax.
dementi's most important pupil was John Field.
Chopin betrays some mental affinity with this genuine
lyric poet. The first Nocturne, by Field (E flat major),
and the second from Op. 9, by Chopin, seem to be con¬
nected with each other as by a tender family tie. A
real cabinet gem is No. 5 (B-flat major), by Field, andthe
“ Rose Nocturne ” (A major), is unusually delicate and
full of feeling.
It has already been stated that Hummel was closely
related to Mozart in his mental musical qualities.
Before the days of Thalberg and Liszt, he was enthu¬
siastically extolled as the first piano player of his time,
and also greatly valued as a composer. That was a
long time ago, and the once blooming tree of his fame
stands almost void of leaves.
Others, greater and
stronger, appeared. The “ right of might ” holds good
also in art; here, perhaps, even more than elsewhere.
Moscheles shared the same fate as Hummel.
His
period of glory lies far back; he won his greatest
successes on English soil. He may be reckoned with
the “interesting” piano composers. That, too, consti¬
tutes a class by itself. Beethoven’s dramatic style,—
fertile in ideas, almost enforcing joint thought and
reflection in the listener; an “exaction” for many,
a “ torture ” for some,—(I have in mind the past, and
can recall a collection of confirmatory critical verdicts)
—this style had to be succeeded by the “ brilliant.” It
is a strict law of natural development in art also, that
hills and valleys alternate. The external, the technical,
the mechanical, the acquirable came to the front j—the
intellectual retired. People soon enthused over this
product of the spirit of the age, and the public, the
worst tyrant on God’s earth, demanded it imperiously.
What signified in those days the content? Nothing at
all 1 A brilliant piano piece, bewitching tone-effects,—
these were the first requirements.
The chief representative of the “ brilliant style ” was
He played correctly but coldly.
The aristocratic smoothness exerted a fascinating charm,
but not for long. Thalberg’s laurels withered quite
speedily. He was not old when he died, and yet he had
outlived himself.
Sioismund Thalberg.

An exceptional place among the great virtuosi of this
past epoch may be assigned to Henselt. A thoroughly
effective, far and wide-reaching style of playing dis¬
tinguished him. He possessed feeling and sentiment,
and a fine sensiblity for pleasing tone-effects.
Unfortunately Henselt withdrew himself prematurely
from the public in general, and many a one who heard
him formerly, would not believe that he still lives.
(Since died).
Franz

Liszt, the

king

of pianists,

whose

revered

name is for all time indissolubly bound up with the piano,
combines in

himself, as

universal

genius, all schools

and styles, although, in his triumphal marches he dared

not scorn to
Many of his

offer sacrifice

at

the altar of

“

brilliancy.”

numerous compositions contain, first and |

revels in flowers of Spring, Thalberg carves in ivory
fine.
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1. MUZIO CLEMENTI.
Born 1752, Rome, died 1832, near London.
Sonata, B flat major.
2. JOHN FIELD.
Born 1782, Dublin,died 1837, Moscow.
Nocturnes E flat major, A major, B flat major.
3. JOHANN NFPOMUK HUMMEL.
Born 1778, Pressburjr, died 1837, Weimar.
Rondo, B miuor.
4. IGNAZ MOSCHELES.
Born 1794, Prague, died 1870, Leipzig.
Etudes Characteristiques,
Reconciliation, Junon,
Conte d’enfant.
5. ADOLPH HENSELT.
Born 1814, Schwabach, Bavaria, lives in Petersburg.
Po6me d’ainour. Berceuse, Liebeslied.
La fontaine, Schmerz im Gltlck.
Etude, “ If I were a Bird.

(Since died).

6. SIGISMUND THALBERG.
Born 1812, Geneva, died 1871, Naples.
Etude A minor. Don Juan Fantasie.
FRANZ LISZT.
Born 1811,Hungary, lives in Weimar. (Since died.)
D flat major Etude. Yalse Caprice.
Consolations (E major, D flat major)
Au bord d’uue source.
Rhapsodies hongroises (Nos. 6 and 12).
4 8o;r6o8 musicales (nach Rossini).
Trans. Schubert Songs—Auf dem Wasser zu singen,
Serenade—Ei 1 King.
Soiree de Vienne (A major).
Fantasie—“ Robert le diable.”

In the year 1829 Chopin came to Vienna. He was
recognized as a “ meteor,” and amazed every one. That
was all. And again he wandered on and turned his
steps toward Paris, the Eldorado of executive art fifty
years ago—the asylum for the outcast and persecuted.
The disorders of the time forced Chopin also to flee his
Fatherland. He made his first appearance in Paris in
1831. The utterly new melodies he sang won for him
the fashion-regulating world of the “Salon.”
The
melancholy songs of a solitary wanderer, sad tales of
the sufferings of an oppressed race, formed the ground¬
work for his reveries on the piano. He became the
rage! The paths to bravour and brilliancy a la Herz
and Kalkbrenner were soon deserted. All followed
the luminous footsteps of the genial visionary. Ger¬
many, too, was astonished partly, in fact, overpowered,
as well. One felt the irresistible might, the fascinating
power of these strange tones, and trembled for the life
of the then-existing style, and with cause. For much
crumbled into ruins through Chopin’s influence; that
something unspeakably beautiful arose in its place was,
of course, not observed until a later date. Louis Kuorr
and Clara Wieck first introduced the stranger to Leip¬
zig ; the former played, in 1831, the variations on “ La
ci darem” (“Reach me thy hand, Don Juan”) and
Clara, two years later, the Finale from the E minor Con¬
certo. Very critical was Fink’s report of this last, in
the “ Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung.” R. Schumann
was an eloquent advocate of Chopin ; a zealous oppo¬
nent, Ludwig Rellstab, who, about that time (1830 to
1840), once maintained “ if a scholar should bring the
teacher a piece by Chopin, he ought, as a conscientious
teacher, to tear the notes to pieces.” If ever any one
deserved the name “tone-poet,” it was Chopin. He
touched strings which had never vibrated before, nor,
indeed, since. He cared little for rules or forms, and
the acquired learning is, in his works, only of secondary
importance. From an original and abundant well of
invention he drew his enchanting melodies and harmo¬
nic combinations. Without training in the style of any
special “ school,” he moved freely according to the dic¬
tates of his natural gifts. For the piano, its technics,
and everything connected with it, Chopin must be con¬
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The sustaining pedal is clearly indispensable here although with the F sha

ed with the right hand. In this episode to the reccurence of the theme follow
endo, each eighth may be pedaled offer the stroke.

(F) The soprano may predominate slightly. From here to the close is practica
Song of the Voyagers. 3.

Some changes have been made in the disposition of the parts to fit the p
the key has been changed from B major.
(A) A very full rich tone, a dignified
pedal, are the requirements.

noble delivery of the melody, and a

If found easier the right hand may play the last three notes of the lef
(C)

There

is an

inner meiody, as well as an outer one here; added to these i

of the left hand. The damper pedal is invaluable here in linking togethe
aeolian, organ like effect. The two final bass notes are tied.
Copyright 1892.by Theo Presser.
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come into the foreground with its quaint, wild, tender
and stormy music, and distinguished composers of other
nations, such as Hoffman and Rheinberger, have produced
large works reflecting the local color of Scandinavian
life. Among these Norse personalities there is none
more genial or original than that of Neils W. Gade,
lately deceased, who, born at Copenhagen in 1817, at¬
tained distinction at the age of twenty-four, receiving a
royal prize and stipend for his Ossian overture, a bounty
which, in this case, was not, as is usually the fate of set
prizes, a flask of water poured upon sand, but the shed¬
ding of dew upon a genuine flowering plant of the Muses'
garden. He was early associated with Mendelssohn as
assistant director, and was by him introduced to the
German public. In 1848, however, he returned perma¬
nently to his native Denmark. His early works show
traces of Mendelssohn’s influence, while in his later com¬
positions there is a tinge of Schumannism.
His music, however, is abundantly original, and if not
marked by that vigor and forceful inventiveness now
demanded of composers, it is chaste and spontaneous and
abounds in wholesome nourishment for the finer musical
sense. He has produced seven symphonies, five over¬
tures, two sonatas for piano and violin, a number of can¬
tatas, such as the “ Message of Spring ” and “ Erl-King’s
Daughter,” chamber music in various forms, many vocal
solos, a sonata for piano-forte solo in E minor, and many
other pieces, among which the Aquarellen or water-color
sketches may be named as the best.

LESSON GLEAMINGS,
BY J. HENRY ROBERTS.

The art of music teaching, in a general sense, appa¬
rently does not differ materially from other branches of
education, as regards explanatory details, and tact re¬
quired to place the merits of a given subject intelligibly
before pupils.
To simply instruct a pupil in the devices necessary to
overcome mechanical difficulties, without analyzing the
subjects of a lesson thoroughly in a deliberate and con¬
cise manner, is surely pursuing a method which will lead
to the least practical results, and will cast a shadow of
doubtful appreciation and a vague understanding over
future lessons.
How many teachers, at the right time, take the trouble
to fully explain the relative values of notes, different
kinds of time, tempo, and accent, construction of major
and minor scales, melodic and harmonic modes, and
urge their constant practice in similar and contrary di¬
rection, octaves, thirds and sixths, single and double, as
well as the chromatic scale in its various styles ; enforce
strict discipline in the fingering of all passages and
chords in their different positions ; explain harmonic re¬
lations, ever urging the importance of diligent arpeggio
and broken-chord practice ; give the pupil a practical
knowledge of movement marks, as indicated by the
metronome ; how to pronounce the foreign words used in
a study or piece ; have the pupil count aloud, until inde¬
pendence is reached in time and blending of tones; play
the lessons over for the pupil, and draw vivid pictures as
to what this or that passage means, as compared to real
life, or surrounding objects; select graded studies and
musical works in general, to correspond with the pupil’s
advancement; avoid a monotonous and dull system of
study, and try hard, by hard thinking, to devise a thous¬

their own individual perceptions? Is it not advisable to
give a student in mathematics a problem to solve as best
he can, to draw out his energies and sharpen his ideas,
thus expanding his intellectual capacity, and increasing
his fondness for study ? Why should a pupil not work
in a like manner, for himself, in musical problems?
Is it not well to choose a musical subject at times, and
analyze its complexities in detail, and request the pupil,
after critical questioning, to prepare a written statement,
in his own words, as to the substance of lesson given,
adding any new ideas which may occur to him, that may
strictly belong to the subject under discussion, and pre¬
sent the same for perusal on the next lesson-day ? The
writer has found such a plan to be really a good one for
developing the memory of pupils, and laying a solid
foundation of musical principles.

DECORATE THE PARLOR PIANO.
The magic skill of modern decorators has vanquished
the formidable aggressiveness even of the parlor piano.
Formerly pianos were most obstinately, hopelessly angu¬
lar objects in a pretty parlor, positively refusing to lend
themselves to any scheme of decoration. But even a
piano has possibilities, and since these possibilities have
been discovered and realized the piano is the keynote ot
the whole decorative scheme. Of course, in all city
parlors, an upright piano is used, and instead of being
set back against the wall, like a child in disgrace, it is
now turned out into the room almost at right angles,
which is decidedly more agreeable to the performer.
The back of the instrument is then draped with some
beautiful material, hanging like a curtain to the floor.
Sometimes a plain piece of Roman sheeting is used, a
silken damask or Pompadour velvet with the main color
in harmony with the room. Some ladies introduce a
small picture or bit of embroidery in one upper corner,
around which the drapery is hung gracefully, or clever
needlewomen embroider the whole drapery in quaint,
odd designs. A scarf of silk harmonizing with the hang¬
ing at the back falls over the top of the piano, and there
are candelabra or some light piece of bric-a-brac that
will not rattle when the instrument is in use. Such are
the possibilities of a piano as an object of decorative art,
but wonderful indeed are its possibilities in another
direction. Placed near a bay window, it shuts in the
cosiest lovers’ nest imaginable. Soft-cushioned win¬
dow seats that have room for just two—intuitive seats
they might be called—are hidden thus away completely
from the cold, cruel world. Little couches may be hid¬
den in the shadow of such a piano when rich hangings
fall from a corner window. Or a delightful tea corner
is made with a screen for a doorway, and soft divans
and dim lights inside.
Or the back of the piano may be hung with a soft
shade of yellow, brocaded with dull green leaves and
flowers. Against this a little tea table can be placed,
with its dainty belongings, and a low chair beside it.
A yellow-cushioned divan can extend entirely around
this corner, lighted by the soft radiance of a lamp with a
pale green shade, and piled high with a baker’s dozen
of pillows—large and small and medium—with bright
silken covers.
Among other new decorative articles are the new
jewel-embroidered frames, cushions, and spreads. Of
course, it is to be expected that these popular jewels
should be promoted from dress to needlework. The
favorite material for this work is rich brocaded silk or
velvet, and the original design of the brocade is covered
with the jewels and silken stitches. Girdles, sachets,
epaulettes, and fillets for the hair are made effectively of
this kind of work, as well as decorative articles for the
house. Photograph frames are embroidered in gold
bullion, interspersed with jewels, and book covers are
very attractive with imitations of metal clasps and
corners wrought in gold thread and jewels. Cotton
handkerchiefs have the most prominent parts of the de¬
sign covered with this jeweled work. The designs,when
embroidered, are cut out and appliqued on to rich ma¬
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“tone” is a musical sound. Don’t say the note “A” with the key, but in this case a great deal of care must sta
unless you mean the particular visible sign; still worse be used that the tone be neither too harsh nor too weak ; be
is it to call the keys of a pianoforte or organ “notes.” but, on the contrary, if you start with the finger a little the
Very well, then ; suppose your question be : “Should distance above the key, say from half an inch to an inch, the
and
the finger be lifted before or after striking the key?” you will get a prompt, ringing, and full reply from the
T
My answer is, neither and both. Your question confuses key and wire of the pianoforte.
he
two entirely separate ideas.
Your second question, “In what position should the per
First, shall the finger be lifted before striking? That hand be?” again opens up a fruitful and fiery debate. Ta
is a question of touch. Second, shall they be lifted after The points about which difference of opinions exist are sam
pla
striking? That is a question of phrasing. Touch is these: First, as to the knuckles—whether the second Cle
based upon two scientific principles: (1) that we may joint shall be flexed or not, some thinking the fingers ins
V
move a key by the weight generated from the natural should be held almost straight, others crooked and
weight of the bones and muscles in our fingers, hands, curved so that the tips of the fingers fall perpendicularly Sch
Cz
and arms, augmented by the power produced through the upon the keys, and there are not wanting some cranks
Sta
contraction of the flexor muscles on the under side of who curve the fingers under so that the nails rattle upon “G
the arm ; (2) we may produce a motion of the key by the keys. Secondly, the metacarpal knuckles at the and
causing this contraction of the muscles to be swift or third joint of the fingers ; some elevate the fingers above wit
slow. Hence, touch is made up of two things—motion the plane of the back of the hands so much as to make “C
Pre
and weight.
them stand up like curved claws and the knuckles ap¬ stei
Now, this motion and weight may be combined in pear to be depressed. Others, again, keep so low a wrist
T
various degrees. The result is that there are two polar that the knuckles appear to be convex upward. Thirdly, tho
tendencies in touch. It is not so much the two special at the wrist various degrees of elevation are taught, the
T
ways of striking the keys as you suggested, which are dis¬ some having the wrist so high that the whole width of the
tinctly different from each other, as that we can produce the other hand could be put within the under side of the
(
qualities of tone more or less distinct in two directions. hand and the key, others holding the wrist almost ex¬ sele
(
Thus, if you employ considerable weight but very little actly level, so that there is about an inch between the
me
motion, that is, if you produce the tone by bearing on lower part of the hands and the key, others again de¬
from
the key slowly but very firmly, you get a peculiarly pressing the wrist till exactly on a level or below the
(3
broad, sonorous, and sweet quality, which seems to be at level of the keys. Again, fourth, in the lateral bend of Par
once full and pure. This is what is known as the “ sing¬ the wrist some teach that it should be strictly enforced Sch
(
ing tone,” or broad legato. But if using little weight of that it be curved outward, that is, that the part of the
(5
the finger you produce the tone by a quick, spasmodic, hand where the fifth and fourth fingers are should actually
(6
nervous jerk of the finger, the tone will have a certain be convex toward the right in the right hand and toward berg
T
stinging, ringing sound somewhat like the sharp, pecu¬ the left in the left hand. In the fifth place, some teach
liar twang of the tuning fork. This is the sparkling or that the elbows should be held very close to the body, of t
stud
leggiero touch. Both are correct if used with judicious and others that they be held out several inches to the two
care and under the guidance of poetic feeling. Any right or the left, as the case may be. In the sixth place, I
T
unp
really great performer must have them both at his com¬
may say that there is not wanting an absurd exaggeration
mand, intermixing the tone-qualities just as he may feel of the whole mechanical idea which is known asplaying amb
abid
that the phrase under consideration and treatment may
with the shoulder blades, or the rotary method of piano
demand.
playing. Thus you see that the wrangles between the
In
But I have not yet answered the question, shall you
allopathic, homoeopathic, and eclectic physicians are far nou
elevate the finger. First, here you at once shake the red
distanced and outdone by the debates among piano pian
rag before the irate quadruped. On this point some of teachers.
to b
the most diametrically-opposed schools of pianoforte
I am often asked to state what my method of piano by M
playing find their first important divergence. The method teaching may be, and in this day of labels, when people
teac
taught by Deppe, that by Plaidy, that by Lebert, in our
will pay four dollars a bottle for a little sweetened cider if teac
own times, and in the old days Kalkbrenner on the one
it is only labeled champagne of the year one, I suppose som
side, Chopin on the other, or Clementi as over against
it is necessary to label one’s method of teaching, but I
Mozart in still an earlier generation—all of these differed
do it rather dubiously and half humorously. So far as
as to the amount of elevation of the finger, as to the
I know, my method of teaching is chiefly characterized
mode of producing it, and other questions of a like char¬
by some of the marked peculiarities of Chopin’s system,
acter. Thus, some only elevate the finger a half inch as
and I strive constantly at all hazards and whatever else
D
a preparation step. Some raise it from two to three
is attained to get a sweet tone and a ringing style. If not
inches, or as far as possible.
you will not smile, I will say that my method is the
Holding the finger poised at a very high point is pe¬
D
Chopin melodious. Alas 1 I smile myself, for, after all,
und
culiar to the Stuttgart school. Chopin’s ideas ran to the
is anything more comical than the fondness of the human
opposite extreme—scarcely any elevation whatever. As
race for titles, whether in the political, social, or artistic
D
touching the matter of phrasing, it of course must be
life? I would say that the best position—that is, the whe
understood that whenever a staccato, either full or half—
best central or normal position—of the hand from which
that is, represented by a pointed character or by a dot—
other deflections may be estimated is that which curves
D
is intended, you are supposed to leave the last part of
the fingers into a quadrant or quarter-circle, so that the peop
the nominal time-value of the note as a virtual rest. If
tips stand upright upon the keys; the knuckles remain
you see a quarter marked with a round dot, it is exactly
D
perfectly level, neither elevated nor depressed, the wrist
the same as if it were printed before your eyes an eighth
curved slightly upward, and the hand a little outward
and an eighth rest; if you see a quarter with a pointed
D
—not, however, enough to give any restraint or tension to
dot, it is precisely the same as if you saw a sixteenth
the muscles. As to the elbow, let it remain perfectly free,

ouch. On the other hand, if the organ is studied first it
now in press. To those w
seems to be hardly possible to afterward attain the
m advance, with cash, we
necessary delicacy and elasticity demanded by the
cents. The success of this
fnTL
rem"ksare* of course> to be understood
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